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In a brief preface the author expresse
the publication of this book may help
incidence of poisoning by those compc
discusses. To achieve this it would h
improved if in each case he could have
lines of practical advice to the non-med
might turn to the book to find out wh
should handle a particular compound w
For a book with such an aim the read
be surprised to find that the largest see
is devoted to D.D.T. which has never b
presenting any serious industrial or use
a notorious poison like methyl bromi
pages. The next largest review is that c
chloride, but this probably in part refle(
fascination this compound holds fo
pathologists studying liver damage.

This is essentially a reference book
summaries of published work are strun
little or no attempt to discuss the signific
ance of the observations in respect of
other. This makes reading difficult. '
exacerbated by the repeated use of the
for paragraph after paragraph. The
imprint of the author's own views c
he discusses so that it is difficult to
will, as he hopes, "stimulate researci
problems unanswered ". No problems
the reader is left to seek for himself the
information, the filling of which would m
advance in knowledge. The few attc
discuss the comparative toxicity of some
compounds described are little more t
of what has already been stated.
There are a great many minor spellir

none so striking as the rendering of tric
on pp. 209-210. The heading in the
203 is incorrect. The text in many pl;
been condensed to table form where co
which little or nothing is known are de

Despite the criticisms made above th
that this will remain an invaluable refere
author is to be thanked for the thorough
he has compiled this book which is avai
reasonable cost of $2.50.

Backache in Women. By E. Schleyer
80; 6 figures. 7s. 6d.) Bristol: John

Much has been written in the medic
subject of backache in women-a c(

many sufferers have accepted as an inevitL
ment of childbearing and the menopau
years, have been pleased to be labelled as

" slipped disc ". This little book present
of the causes of backache with their differ
and suggests methods of prevention
though no great advance is claimed in the
logical, orthopaedic, and rheumatic gi
sidered, and it is stated that 50% of all c

gynaecological pathology. Emphasis is

.s the hope that
to reduce the

Dunds which he
ave been much
included a few

lical reader who
iether or not he
rith special care.
ler may perhaps
ction (42 pages)
een regarded as
r hazard, while
de has only 14
an carbon tetra-

and postural faults as a causative factor in all groups
whatever the underlying pathology and some useful and
simple diagnostic procedures are described.
The book is clearly presented and easily readable and

will be of particular interest to general practitioners. It
will have little appeal to the industrial medical officer
though it may serve once again to draw his attention to
postural defects and strain, which frequently arise from
inadequate seating accommodation at work, incorrect
siting of machines and their operators, and inefficient
methods of lifting and handling heavy packages.
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